OPIS Asia Naphtha & LPG Report
Get greater transparency into the Asia-Pacific market for light
distillates and condensate fuels
WHO WE HELP

Refiners &
Suppliers
Traders

The OPIS Asia Naphtha & LPG Report provides critical news and pricing
assessments for naphtha, LPG and gasoline at major APAC hubs so you
can make more strategic buying & selling decisions.

Market Challenge

Benefits
—— Charts and graphs reveal price
trends at a glance

LPG/NGL

In the Asia-Pacific region, credible
information on light distillate and
condensate fuels is hard to gather
in a format that helps buyers
and sellers make decisions. Spot
pricing assessments are available,
but are scattered among separate
reports that are costly to obtain
and don’t provide industry news
as context.

Naphtha

How We Help

NGL &
Petrochemical
Companies
Financial
Institutions
COMMODITIES

Gasoline
MARKET SEGMENT

Spot

The OPIS Asia Naphtha & LPG
Report combines regional news
analysis with spot pricing for the
connected markets of naphtha,
LPG, gasoline and condensate. In
a single daily report, via email or
FTP, you get a clear explanation
of benchmark price assessments.
Not only is this intelligence more
affordable than other resources,
it’s also easy to access for
integration into preferred trading
platforms as a benchmark
reference.

—— Spot differentials show key
product relationships
—— Spot gasoline prices and
differentials measure the value
between refined products
—— Outright FOB Arab Gulf spot
prices for propane and butane
extend your view of the market
—— Three-month forward pricing
for CFR Japan naphtha swaps
highlight the near-term curve
—— FOB Singapore spot differential
calculations (92 RON) predict
changing price dynamics
—— News reports on refinery
disturbances, tender and
shipping allow for faster
reaction to market changes

For a FREE trial, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000,
email energysales@opisnet.com
opisnet.com
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